
Culture Analytics and the 
Humanities: Literary and 
Cultural Data 
Culture Analytics Tutorials 



Overview 
§ Folklore 

§  Problems in classification 
§ Mapping, GIS and thick cultural description 

§ Old Icelandic literature 
§ Challenges with highly inflected languages 
§ Character Networks as social networks 

§ Things I will not have time to address 
§ Challenges in the study of literature 
§  Influence and translation networks (meta-data) 
§  Reading at scale 
§  Topic modeling as search engine 
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Folklore 
§  “Folklore emerges from the dialectic tension between the 

individual and tradition” 
§ Folklore is predicated on the study of variants of expressive 

forms 
§ Folklore has a long history of classifying 10s of thousands of 

stories as a means for being able to work at the macro-, 
meso- and micro-levels 



Challenges 
§ Data acquisition, data structur(ing), data access 

§  A pipeline 
§ Classification, Pattern Discovery and Navigation 
§ Given a very large, poorly labeled folklore collection, how do I: 

§  Discover resources (stories) that will help me address a research 
question? 
§  E.g.: I am interested in ghosts. How do I find stories about ghosts? 

§  Discover patterns in the collection that might lead to new research 
questions? 
§  E.g.: Are there any geographical distribution patterns that might point to a 

prominent belief associated with a particular area?  
§  In other words, is that haunted house really haunted? 



Target Corpus 
§ Danish school teacher, Evald Tang Kristensen (1843-1929) 

§  Actively collected from 1865-1923 
§ Stories collected  

§  from ~4500 informants 
§  in ~2200 places (mostly in Jutland) 
§ mentioning ~12,000 places (also mostly in Jutland) 

§ 24,000 manuscript pages 
§ Covering ~210 fieldtrips 
§  6,000 additional loose leaf pages  
§  2,000 additional pocket diary pages 

§ 80 published volumes 
§  ~100,000 entries 
§  12 separate indices 



Understanding the Collection 

FIELD DIARIES 

ETK 

PUBLISHED WORKS 

MEMOIRS LETTERS 

PEOPLE 



Making the collection machine 
actionable 



Challenge: Digitization and 
Archiving 
§ Scanning 

§ Condition of materials 
§ OCR 

§  Language  
§  Fonts and printing 

§  Indexing 
§  Tagging – TEI 
§ Named Entity Detection and Resolution 
§  Natural Language Processing (NLP) 

§ Semi-supervised and unsupervised methods 



OCR challenges 



The Field Diaries 



All of his publications… 



OCR Software  
§ Tesseract (https://github.com/tesseract-ocr) 

§  Slightly opaque but highly customizable 
§  Lots of new language training data 

§ Abbyy 
§  Proprietary  
§  Lots of language support 
§  Fraktur engine 
§  Extremely easy to use 



Indexing Challenges 



Challenge: Classification, Search 
and Navigation 



Existing Classifications 

Danske 

Sagn 

Danske 

Sagn 
Ny række 

Jyske 
Almueliv 



Hidden Folk 
Witches and 
their Sport 



House Elves 

Ghosts 



From the 
time of 

villeinage  Outdoor Life Outdoor Life 

From the 
time of 

villeinage  



A story… 

It was the old counselor from Skaarupgaard who came riding 
with four headless horses to Todbjærg church. He always 
drove out of the northern gate, and there by the gate was a 
stall, they could never keep that stall door closed.  
They had a farmhand who closed it once after it had sprung 
open. But one night, after he'd gone to bed, something came 
after the farmhand and it lifted his bed straight up to the rafters 
and crushed him quite hard. Then the farmhand shouted and 
asked them to stop lifting him up there. "No, you've tormented 
us, so now you'll die..."  
I heard that's how two farmhands were crushed to death. He 
wanted to close the door and then they never tried to close it 
again.  



Classification 

§ Most non-digital collections are constrained by 
costly, manually applied classification systems that 
§ Are usually one text      one classification 
§ Predicated on research questions current at the 

time of the development of the classification 
system 

§ Do not play well with other classification systems 
§ Case in point: The story example was classified 

as one about manor lords! 



Goal 

§ Our goal is to develop flexible search 
methods that 
§ Allow the researcher to emphasize 
aspects of the collection related to a 
research question 
§ Allow for search and discovery  
§ across the entire corpus  
§ outside the corpus 



Information flow and Networks 
§  Information flows very poorly across disconnected resources 
§ By connecting stories together, information can flow across 

the resources 
§ What are the possible connections between stories? 

§  Topics (existing and newly derived) 
§  Keywords (how does one derive keywords?) 
§  Shared features (ontological organization) 
§  Storytellers (who told the story?) and collectors (who collected 

the story?) 
§ Named entities (place names and personal names) 
§ Dates (dates of collection, dates mentioned) 



The “Story Space Navigator” 

§ Multi-modal network classifier 
§ Modes of the network: People, Places, Story features 

§ Stories 
§ Represented as a weighted feature vector 

§ Places 
§ Can attach features to places (administrative units, 

political aspects, local church, etc) 
§ People 
§ Can attach features to people (biographical data, 

education, financial data, work and training, etc) 



Connecting the dots… 26 
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Story Hairball 



Structure in the network 28 



Helps us 
§ Reclassify the story to make it discoverable with 
other ghost stories 
§ And discover a story about a homicidal house 
elf at a farm in Egå... 

 
When they got home, the farmhand was happy 
because now he’d gotten something to use for fodder, 
and afterward nis could go and feed the animals just 
as much as he wanted to. Then they got another 
farmhand, and he didn’t want to let nis go on like that. 
But the farmhand got lifted up in his bed and all the 
way up to the rafters, so he lay there dead when 
people got up the next morning. 



New research question 

§ What is the relationship between ghosts and house 
elves? 



Another approach to classification 
§ What happens where/when classifiers “fail”? 
§ What is failure (in the Humanities)? 
§ Aren’t the borderlines some of the most productive regions?  

§ Which stories are the disruptors? 



The Tell-Tale Hat 
Per Overlade was out one evening shooting hares. It was up 
on Kræn Møller’s field. Kræn was in the process of moving his 
farm, and the old farm had not been completely disassembled 
yet, and Per intended to hide amid the old frame that was still 
standing and shoot a hare or two. But when he gets there, he 
sees an old man who is sitting in there with a red cap on who 
nods to him. Per gets scared and doesn’t dare go in there, and 
so he doesn’t catch any hares. 



Original Classification 
§ Story classified as story about hidden folk 
§ Could also have been classified as a story about: 

§ Hunting and life outdoors 
§  Law breaking 
§ Witches and their Sport 
§ House Elves (nisser) 



Why is this story important? 
§ Commentary on change in agricultural organization in early 

19th century Denmark 
§ Commentary on the constraints on hunting  
§ May help answers about the belief in house elves and stories 

about changes in rural economic organization 
§ Nothing about this story suggests that it was properly labeled 

as a story about hidden folk 



What does this let me do? 
§ http://mimno.infosci.cornell.edu/naivebayes/ 
§ Stories on the margins 

§  Are hard to classify stories rhetorically important? 
§ Do they address complex and ambiguous issues? 
§ How many marginal stories do I find? 
§  Are there classes of informants who tend to tell these stories that 

slip through the original classifier’s cracks? 
§ Reclassifying affords new perspectives on a collection 





Impact on Folklore 
§ Archival collections are rapidly moving into the digital realm 

requiring scalable methods for indexing and classification 
§ Research questions no longer align with pre-existing 

classification schemes 
§ Pattern discovery across tens of thousands of stories may 

help us discover trends that were otherwise hard to discern 



Impact on Humanities 
§ Cultural expressive forms are reemerging as a powerful lens 

onto histories, both local and global 
§ Rapid methods for complex, multi-membership classification 

can help with  
§  The discovery of research resources in a target corpus 
§  The analysis of latent cultural patterns in large corpora 



Machine learning environments 
§ R / R-studio 

§  Open source 
§  Many many libraries / new code all the time 
§  R-studio provides nice interface 

§ Matlab 
§ Knime 

§  Open source 
§  Very easy to use 
§  R extensions 
§  Weka learners 

§ RapidMiner 
§  Similar to knime 
§  Proprietary / Academic license available 
§  Multiple modes for use 

§ Gensim 
§  Open source 
§  Very straight forward for topic modeling 



40 

§ Network creation and analysis 

Sample workflows 



Supervised and Unsupervised 
Learning 

41 



Clustering 

42 
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Topic Modeling (via Mallet) 



Geographic Pattern Discovery 
§ Recognize that stories are often about things that happen 

embedded in time and space 
§ Comment on our relationship to places 
§ Can one use this new model of the collection to understand 

how people use stories to comment about their interactions in 
space? 



Storytellers and their Stories 
§ What was the geographic “narrative reach” 
of 19th rural Jutlandic storytellers? 
§ Break out place name distribution by 
storyteller 

§ Standard Deviation Ellipse Distribution 
§ Discover patterns for places mentioned in storyteller 

repertoires 
§ Discerning patterns in the underlying place 
name distribution 



Point-distribution map Distributional ellipse for 
all storytellers 

Point-distribution map by 
storyteller 

Distributional Ellipses by storyteller With market towns and major 
access between towns 



Geographic Information Systems 
(GIS) 
§ ArcGIS 

§  Proprietary 
§  Industry standard 
§ Cryptic but preposterously powerful 

§ QGIS 
§ Open source 
§ Huge community 
§  Based on ArcGIS ideas 
§  Very easy install  / learning curve is unusual 





TrollFinder:  
Geo-semantic Folklore 
Browsing 
§ Can we develop a method that allows us to find story topics 

by geographic area?  
§ Where are the areas that, even after correcting for population 

density, seem to be highly related to a particular topic? 
§ Conversely, can we develop a method that allows us to 

search for topics given an area in which we’re interested? 
§ Can we develop a system that allows a researcher to decide 

what type of searching they want to do, be it based on 
keywords, topics, spatial criteria or a combination of these 
and other approaches? 



Sample questions 
§ Were witches (trolls) closely associated in the legendary 

material with a specific area or areas? 
§  If so, are there reasons why they were witches so commonly 

associated with a particular area?  
§ Or: 
§  Is there a close spatial relationship between mentions of 

cunning folk and ministers? 
§  If there is, what may lie behind this close relationship?  



TrollFinder 1.0 
(CMN/LREC 2012) 

Heat map for the topic 
“Heks” [witch] with story 
frequency histograms  



Normalizing by population density 

Population density based on 1901 census Population density circa 2000 



Story density: story-to-place 
mentions per km2 

Normalized story density: 
places mentioned/person/km2 



Not normalized Normalized by population density 

Effects of population density-based 
normalization for keyword “witch” 

Grinderslev Grinderslev 



Grinderslev? Really? 



From the Danish Folklore Nexus… 



Why Grinderslev?? 
§  Site of a well-known Augustinian monastery, Grinderslev kloster, 

founded in the twelfth century.  
§  The monastery was built near a holy spring, Breum kilde, but was 

abandoned in the aftermath of the Reformation. 
§  The spring at Breum was subsequently associated with witchcraft 
§  In 1686, Anne Madsdatter and her sister were burned at Breum, the last 

witch burning in Denmark (Bruun, 1920). 
§  Although this episode is well known in the study of Danish witchcraft, 

the persistent relationship between the area surrounding Grinderslev 
and stories about witchcraft has not been recognized previously, 
suggesting a topic for further, in-depth inquiry. 

§  Only a few of the stories mention Grinderslev (but rather places near 
Grinderslev such as Breum) 



Trollfinder 2.0 (WitchHunter) 
Topics and Heatmaps 
§ Challenge 1: Given a set of labels, can we develop 

geographic representations of the concentration of 
those labels (topics) in a given area, and project 
multiple classifications into a single map? 

§ Challenge 2: Given a large number of stories that 
include information on places collected and places 
mentioned, can we devise metrics for 
understanding the “conceptual distance” between 
the “teller” and the “told”? 

 



Multiple Topics and Heatmaps 
§ Develop a system for rapidly displaying stories and 

the places mentioned in those stories 
§ Allow for multiple layers for human interactive time 

exploration 
§ Allow for drill-down to access underlying stories 



Hidden folk distribution 

Drilldown 



Ministers and Cunning Folk 

Areas of significant 
debate over church 

direction 



Conceptual Maps 
§ How do people conceive the distance between the 

“inside” and the “outside” for various topics? 
§ What is the distance between a storyteller and the 

stories they tell by topic? 
§ How can one visualize the relationship between 

stories and the places they were told by topic? 



Distance from “home” 

•  For any given topic: 
•  Each place of collection is set 

to the “center” 
•  Places mentioned in the story 

are then plotted in relation to 
that “center” 

•  Plots are represented as log 
plots 



Visualizing direction 

Drilldown 



The Black Death and relative directionality 



Bringing it all together:  
Toward a Folklore Macroscope 

Story Drilldown 



Folklore Macroscope 
§ http://etkspace.scandinavian.ucla.edu/macroscope.html 



2. Old Icelandic Language and 
Literature 
§ Challenges with highly inflected languages 
§ Character networks as social networks: Icelandic Family 

Sagas as model 



Old Norse Morphology 
§ Highly inflected 
§ Difficult to search 
§ Difficult to generate basic statistics 
§ Very difficult to use machine learning techniques with 

consistency 



IceMorph 
§ Challenge: given very small training data, can one achieve 

competitive accuracy on a morpho-syntactic tagging? 
§ Classic problem in Humanities: 

§  Very low amounts of funding mean one needs to be very efficient 
at finding where one wants to / needs to apply effort  

§ We discovered that, with minimal tagging, we could achieve 
corpus-wide POS tagging accuracy of 96% and MS tagging 
accuracy of 84% 



Some comparisons (i.e. the 
obligatory inscrutable table) 
Method	   POS EXPERT	   POS GOLD	   MS EXPERT	   MS GOLD	  

Bayes-base	   95.43%	   79.25%	   80.67%	   48.34%	  

Bayes-80/20	   85.71%	   75.14%	   62.37%	   43.24%	  

HMM-dV-base	   93.85%	   25.60%	   75.82%	   13.62%	  

HMM-dV-80/20	   93.68%	   34.74%	   82.11%	   18.75%	  

HMM-rV-base	   96.11%	   71.58%	   79.92%	   53.98%	  

HMM-rV-80/20	   96.84%	   73.16%	   84.21%	   54.86%	  

CRF-1-base	   89.75%	   36.58%	   78.07%	   11.54%	  

CRF-1-80/20	   87.30%	   46.07%	   77.78%	   16.55%	  

CRF-2-80/20	   84.13%	   48.69%	   56.08%	   17.24%	  



IceMorph 
§ http://tango.bol.ucla.edu/andreas09/index.html 

§ And the obligatory equation: 
 
For a given t∈T and observations o1, …, on we find the most 
likely state sequence by solving 

 Vn,k=P(on|k)*maxx(t*Vn-1,x)                     
for a given element x in the sequence. 



NLP tools and taggers 
§ Stanford CoreNLP 

§  http://stanfordnlp.github.io/CoreNLP/ 
§ LingPipe 

§  http://alias-i.com/lingpipe/ 
§ Open Calais 

§  http://www.opencalais.com/ 
§ MALLET 

§  http://mallet.cs.umass.edu/ 



Character Networks as Social 
Networks: Facebook for Vikings 



Egil’s expedition with Hakon’s 
men  
The trail forks here… The farmer who lives 
beneath the ridge is named Arnald and he’s a 
friend of ours. We will go and stay with him, and 
you should go up on the ridge. When you get there 
you’ll soon see a big farm where you are sure of a 
place to stay. A very wealthy man named Armod 
Beard lives there. We will meet up again early 
tomorrow morning and go to Eideskog in the 
evening. A farmer lives there, a good man named 
Thorfinn (Scudder 2001, 137)  



Sagas and Social Networks 
§ Sagas 

§ > 300 characters in many family sagas (e.g. Egils saga, Njals 
saga) 
§  ES n= 320  
§  NS n= 707 

§ These characters may appear in other sagas in varying roles (e.g. 
Egil in Laxdoela saga) 

§ These sagas also intersect with historical sources (e.g. 
Landnámabók) 

§ Social Networks 
§ Measures of social connectedness may help us understand the 

complexities and nuance of social interaction understood by saga 
authors and audiences 

§ Changes in the social network over time may shed light on social 
decision-making in the fictional world of the saga 



Network model of the sagas 
§ Saga social network is a metafictional 

representation of idealized fictional interactions 
created for aesthetic and rhetorical ends  

§ What happens to one’s understanding of the 
saga, or all of saga literature, if one can view 
the social landscape from the perspective of 
any saga character? 

§ Does a social network model of the saga(s) 
help address research questions concerning 
social complexity in the saga literature? 



Challenge questions 
§ How can SNA help us understand 

consanguineous, affinal, and fostering 
relationships in the saga? 

§ How are relationships coded in the saga? 
§ Is this consistent across individuals and groups? 
§ To what extend are relationships based on structural 

(social) balance theory (Heider 1946), and to what 
extent are they based on calculations of status 
(Leskovec, Huttenocher and Kleinberg 2010)? 



Data preparation 
§ Extracting network data from sagas 

§ Nodes = characters 
§ Edges = interactions 

§ Developing a dynamic model of networks 
§ Use chapters as first level temporal distinction 
§ Use pages as a second level temporal distinction 

§ Appropriately valuing connections 
§ Acknowledging that not all connections are equal (e.g. 

friendship vs. emnity) 
§ Acknowledge that not all connections are equally 

“weighted” (e.g. lethal hostility is weightier than nonlethal 
hostility) 



The Coding Scheme 
§ Edgelist 

§ List of characters 
§ List of interactions 

§ List of characters 
§ Each character is listed once with a unique identifier 

§ List of interactions (simple, based on anthropological 
concepts and SNA concepts, non-ontological) 
§ Twenty types of actions 
§ Nine types of relationships 
§ Twelve types of events 
§ Thousands of geo-coded placenames 



Actions 
§ descent  
§ marriage or fostering  
§ allegiance or friendship  
§  request or offer assistance  
§ provide or discover 

information  
§  intervention 
§  invitation 
§ giftgiving  
§ betrothal  
§ death_non-hostile 
§  inheritance or succession 
§ placed in command 

 
§ accusation or summons 
§  insult 
§  lying 
§  threat 
§ challenge 
§ hostility_non-lethal  
§ hostility_lethal  

§ conversation  
 



Relationships / attributes 
§ Gender (male/female/corporate) 
§ Affinal-cosanguineous 

§ Parent 
§ Sibling 

§ Affinal 
§ Conjugal (spouse) 
§ Fostering 

§ Kinsman (unspecified) 
§  *Neighbor 
§  *[Enemy] 
§  *[Friend] 



Types of graphs  
§ Networks of Characters 

§  agent x agent 
§ Networks of Motifs and Themes 

§  event x action 
§  agent x event 
§  agent x action 

§ Networks of Places 
§  event x location 
§  agent x location 

§ Networks of Interactions 
§  agent x agent 

§ Networks of Genealogical relations 
§  agent x agent 

§ Unions of these graphs 



Egils saga general stats 
§  Extracted Egils saga network by hand 
§  Some characteristics of Egils saga network: 

§  320 characters (most individual, although some corporate—e.g. the Finns) 
§  258 male / 58 female / 4 corporate 

§  1352 interactions 
§  431 genealogical interactions 
§  316 friendly interactions 
§  151 hostile interactions 
§  454 ambiguous or unvalued (inter)actions  

§  Some general statistics of Union graph 
§  Number of components: one major component with 318 characters, one minor 

unconnected component with 2 characters (Bragi Boddason and King Bjorn of 
Sweden) 

§  Graph density: .0083 (total number of edges / total number of possible edges) 
§  Avg. path 4.45 
§  Avg. total degree 3.51 
§  in-degree 1.75 
§  out-degree 1.75 



Njals saga general stats 
§  Extracted Njals saga network by hand 

§  More complex extraction than ES 
§  Added “lives at”, “events”, and geo-located places 

§  Some characteristics of Njals saga network: 
§  707 characters (most individual, although some corporate—e.g. the 

Finns) 
§  565 male / 102 female / 47 corporate 

§  3055 interactions (including 648 conversations) 
§  448 genealogical interactions 
§  776 friendly interactions 
§  584 unfriendly (or downright hostile) interactions 
§  1247 ambiguous or unvalued (inter)actions 

§  Some general statistics of union graph 
§  Number of components: one major component with  681 characters,  
§  Graph density: .006 (total number of edges / total number of possible 

edges) 
§  Avg. path 5.07 
§  Avg. total degree 2.58 
§  in-degree 1.29 
§  out-degree 1.29 



PageRank in Njals saga— 
all interactions (fairly typical power law) 
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Egils saga--genealogy 



Egils saga—no fosters 







Genealogy -- fosters 







Njals saga--genealogy 







Kinship Shortest paths 
§ Since the saga is about blood feud and 
§ Since many of these feuds revolve around problems in 

the valuation of kinship vs friendship and 
§ Since fostering significantly changes the pathways in a 

network by adding only a small number of edges 
§ It might be worthwhile to trace shortest path distances 

between saga antagonists purely on the kinship graph 
§ What happens to the ES and NS graphs between 

antagonists when fosters are added? 
§ Is fostering a good strategy to curtail or interrupt feud? 

 



Eirik Blood-Axe 

Egil 

Path from Egil to Eirik of 10 
(or 9 if you include spousal relationships) 



Path from Egil to Eirik of 4 
(includes fosterings) 

Eirik Blood-Axe 

Egil 



Path from Skarpheðinn to Þráinn 
(no fosterings) 



Path from Skarpheðinn to Þráinn 
(with fosterings) 



Egonets 
§ Read the action from another character’s perspective… 

§  Are secondary characters really secondary? 
§  A tangential character in one saga can be a major figure in 

another saga (eg. Egil in Egils saga and Laxdoela saga) 



ES: Gunnhild Ozurardottir 



ES: Arinbjorn 



NS: Hallgerðr Höskuldsdóttir 

Hallgerðr: unfriendly radius 1 Hallgerðr: friendly radius 1 



NS: Bergþóra 
Bergþóra: friendly radius 1 Bergþóra: unfriendly radius 1 



Friendly cliques  
(Newman clustering, MDS layout) 
Friendly stars  
(CONCOR clustering, MDS layout) 

Cliques and Stars: NS Friendly 



Unfriendly cliques  
(Newman clustering, MDS layout) 
Unfriendly stars  
(CONCOR clustering, MDS layout) 

Cliques and Stars: NS Unfriendly 



Key Entities in Njáls saga 
§ SNA allows us to identify key entities along the network 
§ Need to make the analysis more dynamic (currently running it 

on the “endstate” at the end of the saga) 



Key Friendly and Unfriendly 
Entities 

Friendly Interaction Unfriendly Interaction 



Network analysis and visualization 
§ R, Matlab 
§ Sci2 

§  Provides excellent data interchange 
§  Excellent network analysis options 
§  Port to Cytoscape and Gephi 

§ Cytoscape 
§ Open source  

§ Gephi 
§ Go to for network graph visualization 

§ Casos / ORA  
§  Very easy to use and clearly explained network analysis 
§ Only runs on Windows machines 



Structural Balance theory 

T3     T2         T1            T0  

Davis 1967, 185-186; Bott 1957; Rapoport 1963  



Egil’s visit to Athelstan 



After the Höfuðlausn… 



Another possible solution 



Status theory 

Leskovec, Huttenlocher and Kleinberg 2010 



Keeping one’s head 


